It is widely known that lateral-torsional buckling of a member under bending and warping restraints of its cross-sections in the steel structures are crucial for estimation of their safety and durability. Although engineering codes for steel and aluminum structures support the designer with the additional analytical expressions depending even on the boundary conditions and internal forces diagrams, one may apply alternatively the traditional Finite Element or Finite Difference Methods (FEM, FDM) to determine the so-called critical moment representing this phenomenon. The principal purpose of this work is to compare three different ways of determination of critical moment, also in the context of structural sensitivity analysis with respect to the structural element length. Sensitivity gradients are determined by the use of both analytical and the central finite difference scheme here and contrasted also for analytical, FEM as well as FDM approaches. Computational study is provided for the entire family of the steel I-and H -beams available for the practitioners in this area, and is a basis for further stochastic reliability analysis as well as durability prediction including possible corrosion progress.
Introduction
Elastic stability phenomenon of a beam has been studied and developed in totally different contexts and models for more than two centuries. Trahair [1; 2] presented a complete and general state of knowledge on the elastic lateral-torsional buckling and strengths of the laterally unsupported beams after pioneering works of Leonhard Euler explored in many existing engineering designing codes. He presented introductory and very important studies of the analytical analysis of the issues described also in Trahair [1] , Bleich [3] , Chen and Atsuta [4] , Galambos [5] , Timoshenko and Gere [6] , Vlasov [7] , and outlined the areas of unexplored or incomplete knowledge, necessary to be developed in the nearest future. Nowadays, the literature related to the elastic lateral-torsional buckling focuses on numerical methods for the critical moment approximate estimation rather, and the influence of an additional restraints against warping at the ends of the beam as well as against the translation along its span. Lam et al. [8] , for instance, presented an investigation concerning the lateral-torsional buckling resistance of the coped beams. They studied how the coped ends affect the overall reduction of the bending and torsional stiffness of a beam -local instability of the tee-section at the supports does not reduce the overall lateral-torsional buckling resistance for the very short copes, but these copes affect the boundary condition. Masarira [9] implemented numerical study to investigate an influence of the joint construction on the lateral-torsional behavior of steel frames. This warping can be assumed fully prevented for the beam-to-column connection with an internal extended flanges or with the additional diagonal stiffening. A very similar study was also carried out by Tong et al. [10] -they investigated warping and bimoment transfer through the beam-to-column connection by using the Finite Element Method. Further, Larue et al. [11] presented a simple model of an elastic buckling of the beam with rigid and continuous lateral restraint of its upper flange. They developed a numerical procedure for resolving the additional partial differential equations, where rotational displacement along the span is approximated by the relevant trigonometric function. Their method renders it possible to propose a formula for the critical moment calculation alternative to this developed in most popular recent design code procedures (EC3, AISC LFRD, BS-5950, SN003a-EN-EU [12] ), which is valid for different cases of the external loadings; these authors conclude controversially, contrary to a common knowledge, that the lateral restraint does not increase significantly the critical buckling moment. Serna et al. [13] presented a review study devoted to the equivalent uniform moment factors for the lateraltorsional buckling. This review stated clearly that there is enough information in literature and in commonly used design code procedures for the beams with fully restrained bending and twisting at the supports, but these with no restrained warping (so-called fork support) still needs some attention. There is a very good agreement between the values obtained from the design procedures and, independently, for the numerical results in case of the simply supported beams. In contrast, the design rules do not adequately address the issue when warping is prevented (this is also confirmed in a comparative study provided in this work). In most cases warping prevention leads to the overshooting of the critical moment, how it is demonstrated also below. These authors used for computational analysis two different numerical methods -the Finite Difference and Finite Element Method. Nguyen et al. [14] , [15] studied the lateral-torsional buckling resistance of I-girders with the discrete torsional bracings at the mid-span. The equivalent continuous brace stiffness concept has been adopted for a general discrete torsional bracing issue, and the analytical solution obtained has been compared with the critical moment and torsional stiffness requirements derived from the energy method for an assumed number of the restrained points. Finally, Park et al. [16] considered buckling resistance of the beams with the upper flange braced against any deformation by some metal (preferably steel) or the reinforced-concrete plate structure. These authors used the Finite Element Method to analyze the critical moment for the beams under concentrated or the uniformly distributed loading; this elaboration includes a review of the moment gradient factors from the design code procedures also.
The critical moment value is of crucial significance for an estimation of the lateral-torsional buckling resistance of a structure subjected to combined bending and torsion in its plane of major stiffness. The well-known formulas derived analytically for a critical moment are valid for the specific cases of both supporting and loading conditions of a beam (especially efficient for the simply supported beam). The calculation procedure of the elastic critical moment can be carried out numerically for more complex support and loading conditions (allowing very realistic elastic supports also). Various popular numerical methods can be employed for this purpose including the Finite Element Method (FEM) (Bathe [17] , Zienkiewicz and Taylor [18] ), which involves the additional approximation of the shape functions as well as the Finite Difference Method (FDM) (Liszka and Orkisz [19] , Mitchell and Griffiths [20] , Wasow and Forsythe [21] ), which involves the approximation of the individual terms of the differential equation. The basic difference in-between these methods is that the FEM usually needs the entire larger set of various computational routines, so that a modification of the existing program to include the new procedure like determination of the critical moment may demand a direct access to the source code, which is not always possible. The FDM implementation is totally straightforward -practically it is enough to have some symbolic algebra program, where the difference operators can be defined together with regular, even very dense, discretization, and where according to matrix operations and the implemented eigenproblem solution methods such an extension is relatively easy even for non-experienced programmers and civil engineers. Therefore, the Finite Difference Method implementation in the symbolic algebra program MAPLE Char [22] has been presented in this paper and its results of the critical moment calculation have been compared to results obtained from both analytical formula and the Finite Element Method. The usefulness and accuracy of the numerical results for the employed numerical method can be estimated by a comparative study for the single-bay steel beam having elementary loading and supporting conditions (like simple support or the both edges being fully restrained, while these adjacent to the cantilevers may be found in Zhang and Tong [23] and for a variety of steel profiles belonging to three families of bisymmetrical I profiles, namely HEB, HEA and IPE; this is done to discover principal differences in practical applications of these shapes in civil engineering. We use further all these methods to determine sensitivity coefficients of the critical moment with respect to the major design parameter -the length of the element for the same wide range of steel profiles available on the market to give some guidelines for most efficient optimization of the beams cross-sections; it follows an idea demonstrated briefly by Suryoatmono and Ho [24] . This comparative studies and development of the Finite Difference Method computer program is the first step towards future reliability analysis and durability prediction of the steel girders subjected to random fluctuations of their parameters, stochastic corrosion and/or fatigue processes demanded by the modern steel designing codes and procedures.
Exact solution of a critical moment of laterally unrestrained beam subjected to pure bending
The elastic critical moment is given by the exact solution derived from the buckling theory represented by Eq.(2.1) for laterally unrestrained and simply supported beam of bisymmetric cross-section, loaded at endpoints with two concentrated moments, equal and opposite to each other. Such a beam is subjected also to the constant bending moment and its compressed flange is free to displace laterally and also rotate. The buckling resistance for a section subjected to pure bending is less than the buckling resistance obtained for the same section subjected to any different bending moment distribution, therefore an approach for critical moment calculation with assumed a constant moment is conservative. Figure 1 shows the beam loading and supporting condition, and the lateral and rotational displacements of a beam when lateral torsional buckling occurs. For the proposed analysis an influence of local and distortional buckling is neglected, and hence interaction between local, distortional and overall modes of buckling is neglected as well. The structural members satisfy all the assumptions of the Vlasov theory for the thinwalled sections (Vlasov [7] ). Despite the flanges and the web are thin-walled plates, the shape of the cross-section is not changing under any loading (the distortional deformation of the cross-section is restrained). The formula presented in Eq.(2.1) given below is as identity with the so-called three-factor formula, employed in the ENV version of Eurocode 3 (ENV 1993-1-1:1992 Eurocode 3 [25] ) reduced due to the supporting and loading conditions of a beam (where
These support conditions are equivalent to web cleats that restraint section from deflecting laterally and twisting, while warping deformation of flanges is free (Fig.2a) . The term simply supporting for example corresponds to a beam with coped ends, where the flanges are removed in the near of the joint to avoid collision with the flange of the perpendicularly located girder, or the flanges are weakened by symmetric and rounded undercutting made in order to reduce the bending moment transferred through connection. The structure of one of the described support solutions is of neglected warping fixity at endpoints, which in calculations conservatively can be assumed equal zero or close to this value, as a quasi-free restraining against warping.
The buckling moment increases and obtained differences are distinct for the end conditions, where more restraint is applied to the section, while the factor w k value changes to 0.5 when warping fixity is applied to the section at both ends. Such a condition of warping restraint may occur for example when flanges of I-or H-section are rigidly connected to a stiffened joint, or edges of its lower and upper flange are connected to each-other with stiff lateral plates or with ribs located on both sides of web, made of halved CHS or SHS sections (Fig.2b ). For this case warping deformation at endpoints can be assumed fully restrained. For the section support where only one flange is restrained against and warping displacement and second one is free, or where ribs of small torsional stiffness are used, warping restraining of section at endpoints is flexible; therefore values of w k factor range between 0.5 to 1.0. 
The finite difference method for critical bending moment determination
The fourth order differential equation for determining the critical bending moment of the lateraltorsional buckling of the beam relates one depended variable which is the angle of twist equation
where   x  is the angle of a twist along the span whereas M y is the concentrated moment applied at both end points of the beam. In order to simplify the solution the differential equation is approximated by the finite difference equation. The beam is divided for this purpose into n discrete segments of constant length Δx, as it is shown in Fig.3 . Internal nodes of the beam discretization are indexed i=1, 2 ... n-1, whereas supporting nodes indexed with i=0 and i=n are located at both ends of the beam, and they are fully restrained against rotation about axis x-x (torsion) and also translation along all axes. The additional seventh degree of freedom is to be specified as well for the thin-walled members analysis -this seventh degree of freedom is warping, whose value is equal to the rotation angle derivative resulting directly from the twisting angle equation. Two cases of warping restraints at endpoints are considered in this paper: fully restrained (support case A) and free (support case B); additionally our beam remains unrestrained laterally along its length. Two fictitious nodes located outside the beam are to be additionally inserted for the boundary conditions description in the FDM discretization -they are indexed with i= -1 and i=n+1. All the derivatives appearing in Eq.(3.1) are replaced in the FDM by the corresponding difference quotients (Liszka and Orkisz [19] ; Kamiński [26] ). These finite differences for the second and fourth derivatives Eqs (3.2) and (3.3) are obtained from the Taylor series truncated to first five and first seven terms, respectively. There holds
One may transform Eq.(3.1) by using Eqs (3.2), (3.3) to the following form
Then, a set of n-1 equations for internal nodes i is introduced to discretize the beam into n elements. Supporting and fictitious nodes are eliminated from the set of equations according to boundary conditions of the beam, where a twist is fully restrained for the supporting nodes, i.e.
The warping restraint at the end node is expressed by the relationship between values of a twist at two of its adjacent nodes. So that, its twist at both supports is fully restrained for the simply supported beam and warping is entirely free. Therefore, a twisting angle at the fictitious node is given by
Both twist and warping are restrained at the fixed support, hence
The flexible restraint against warping is characterized by the stiffness k as follows
We introduce matrix notation to solve Eq.(3.4) numerically -an element of Eq.(3.5) including the value of the bending moment is substituted here with the parameter λ given by Eq.(3.10); Eq.(3.5) transforms to Eq.(3.11) due to this substitution.
This element is located on the main diagonal of a matrix, therefore Eq.(3.11) can be expressed in the form of a homogeneous equation Eq.(3.12).
where I is an identity matrix of size n-1. 
Twisting angles in the internal points of division for consecutive modes of lateral-torsional buckling are equal to eigenvectors of a matrix A. Of course, it is possible to obtain results for n-1 modes of buckling when the given beam is divided into n segments. However, the finite difference method offers a different level of accuracy of numerical results for the different mode of lateral-torsional buckling. The highest accuracy is obtained for the first mode, and poor accuracy, for the last one. The decrease in accuracy for higher modes of buckling is insignificant for the structural design calculation, where in most cases, only the first mode of buckling is considered.
Numerical comparison of analytical, FDM and FEM techniques
A variety of the hot-rolled and single-bay beams (made of IPE, HEA and HEB) having the spans ranging from 4.0 to 8.0 meters long are analyzed numerically in details here; the bending moment is assumed for simplicity to be constant along their lengths. The first group of the beams is simply supported, while the other one is fixed at both supports. Computational implementation according to the FDM and analytical derivations are all programmed in the symbolic analysis program MAPLE (Char [22] ). The beam is divided into n=80 discrete segments of the constant length equal Δx=0.05m; internal points in these beams discretizations are indexed with i= 1, 2 ... n-1=79. The critical moment related to the length and warping restraints at the endpoints of the beam and obtained from the symbolic solution, by the Finite Difference Method and, concurrently, by the Finite Element Method are presented in three rows of Tabs 1 and 4, for the simply supported and the fixed supports, correspondingly. The deformed shapes obtained from the developed FDM approach are presented in Figs 4 and 5 in the form of discrete points sets, while the adjacent continuous lines represent the corresponding analytical solution. As one may notice, all the discrete data correspond perfectly with the additional analytical results independent of the boundary conditions imposed at both ends. All the eigenmodes presented in Figs 4 and 5 clearly reflect the boundary conditions applied in both case studies, even in the FDM numerical solutions. The critical moment obtained from the developed FDM approach and determined for the beams having different lengths and various cross-sections, the exact solution described e.g., in the Eurocode rules, and the corresponding FEM approach are compared all in Tabs 1-6. The results contained in Tab.1 for the HEB profiles document very well that the analytical solution agrees very well with the critical moment values returned by both FDM and FEM computational approaches. Even the results obtained for a combination of the largest length of the beam and the largest steel profile give the difference in-between all of these methods in the range of a single promile or two. Nevertheless, the FDM technique is apparently closer to the analytics than the FEM. This table confirms naturally that the larger the element length, the smaller its critical moment. A quite inverse relation is noticed in case of the cross-section variations, where increasing of its height increases the overall critical moment value. The given variability ranges of both design parameters result in a larger sensitivity of this critical moment with respect to the cross section type. Then it is clear that we need to apply a larger profile to shorten the length of a beam when the critical moment is smaller than its admissible counterpart. The coincidence in-between these methods is also very convenient for the designers because the analytical method is accurate and available for rather simple beams with limited types of loadings and applications in practical solutions, while the FDM is applicable for the regular geometries rather and preferred with the constant cross-sections. The FEM is recommended especially for complex boundary conditions (e.g., with anti-twist elastic protection) as well as the plate girders with the varying web height. Tables 2 and 3 show that this almost perfect coincidence of all the numerical techniques applied now is observed also for the HEA and IPE profiles. Of course, the critical moment for the beam of the same length and the same web height (e.g., 300) made of various profiles is always the largest in case of the HEB profile, significantly smaller for the HEA profile and the smallest for the IPE shape. However, a designing procedure for the pure bending does not exhibit such tremendous differences like the critical moment analysis, where M cr (HEB300)=2024 kNm > M cr (HEA300)=1354 kNm >> M cr (IPE300)=160 kNm at the minimum length of the beam. Furthermore, we observe very similar fluctuations of the critical moment resulting from the additional variations of both input parameters -M cr dominantly increases together with an increase of the profile size and also decreases while increasing the beam length. The majority of the HEB profiles is even more transparent when comparing Figs 6-8 -absolute extreme values are obtained for this profile in case of any size and any length of the beam analyzed. The designers are able to replace the HEB profiles by the additionally larger HEA cross-sections, while a replacement with the IPE profiles is not advisable since significant mass increases after a mandatory increase of the web height. A comparison of the FEM results contained in Tabs 1-3 enables an interesting observation that the critical moment obtained by this method underestimates a little bit its analytical value for the HEA and IPE profiles. A situation with the HEB profiles is more complex as some small underestimation is noticed for the smallest profile, while an overestimation appears for the entire rest of the HEB cross-sections family. The results concerning the beam fixed at both ends contained in Tabs 4-6 as well as in Figs 9-11 exhibit very apparent and systematic difference and underestimation of the analytical method in relation to both FDM and FEM. This difference may be even larger than 10% for the extremely large steel profiles and the beams of practically any length included in this study. It is a very satisfactory conclusion for practitioners in civil engineering who design steel elements and prevent them against torsional-bending buckling using analytical formulas because they have apparently larger safety margins in this case. All the remaining facts dealing with the parameter variability of M cr with respect to the profile size and the beam length as well as the dominating role of the HEBs noticed for the simply supported beams remain the same for the clamped-clamped structure. Right now a domination of the HEB profile over the IPE one is equivalent to almost ten times of the critical moment capacity of the given beam. 
Sensitivity analysis
Further computational part is entirely devoted to the parameter sensitivity analysis of the critical moment in addition to the length of a beam; the sensitivity coefficients of the critical moment value are determined also for different boundary conditions. The sensitivity coefficient is determined using the central difference approach and then is normalized with respect to the mean values of the varying parameter L and the critical moments M cr (L) as Haftka and Gürdal [27] 
where L  is the assumed increment of the beam length. For the proposed example of the sensitivity coefficients estimation an infinitesimal differences ( L 0   ) are replaced with the finite increments, to exclude the influence of round-off error for the two compared approximated methods used for critical moment calculation. The finite difference of the length is assumed of constant value for all lengths equal Δ . L 0 05m  , which accounts for 0.006-0.013 of the length. The results of numerical analysis provided also in the symbolic algebra system MAPLE are contained in Tab.7 (for the simply supported single bay structure), in Tab.8 (the clamped-clamped beam) as well as in Fig.12 -for both static schemes and, additionally, with  
. , . L 4 0 8 5  meters. We introduce once more two principal design parameters -the profile size (when the length is constant) and the beam length (when the specific profile is to be verified).
We focus on the major HEB profile here and according to the engineering intuition and also after the previous numerical results -all the resulting sensitivity coefficients are negative. It is quantitatively demonstrated here that an increasing of the beam length decreases its critical moment with no doubt. Further, one may observe that the larger the length of the beam, the smaller the sensitivity coefficient under consideration. We may interpret this as the fact that we need to verify the critical moment changes after the length fluctuations or modifications for the relatively short beams -longer single-bay elements are definitely less sensitive to these changes. Quite similarly to the computations made previously, right now all the methods coincide almost perfectly for the simply supported beam, while fixing of both supports brings some underestimation in the analytical calculations. The FDM approach, which is the major part of our analysis returns always the largest critical moments and their sensitivity coefficients. Let us note that a very similar sensitivity analysis with respect to the profile size is more difficult, because this size is represented by the discrete values dataset and they are not distributed uniformly. We recall the obvious fact that the larger the size of the profile, the larger the differences in-between geometrical characteristics of the neighboring profiles. This increase is also non-uniform and the differences are un-proportionate and could influence for sure the results of such a central difference approach. Finally, it is seen and especially evident in Fig.12 that the beam with both ends completely fixed demonstrates each time larger absolute values of the gradients (and hence is more sensitive to the length fluctuations) than the simply supported structure. 
Conclusions
The most important conclusion coming from computational analysis carried out and documented in this paper is very good agreement of all the techniques available, i.e., analytical, Finite Difference and Finite Element Methods, for a determination of the critical moment in the thin walled single-bay steel beams in the elastic regime. It is especially apparent for the simply supported structures that dominate civil engineering applications, but it looks also promising for the elements fully clamped at both ends. Furthermore, this satisfactory agreement is noticed for the sensitivity coefficients of the critical moments in addition to the beam length, which is one of the most frequent design parameters in steel structures. It needs to be mentioned that this analysis is demonstrated for a variety of the steel profiles belonging to the families of HEB, HEA and IPE profiles, where the first group brings quite naturally the largest capacity from the critical moment point of view. Multiple difference in-between the results obtained for the HEB and IPE shows that it is impossible to simply replace these profiles with each other during structural design. Analytical method brings here the less optimistic results for the critical moments, so that the safety margin is the largest one for the engineers employing simple Eurocode formula to design the steel beams. Almost a perfect agreement inbetween all the methods applied brings the opportunity to create their own software consistent with the Finite Difference Method, which is a very easy task for the regular straight geometry and regular grid.
There is no doubt that this problem deserves further attention as well as some new concepts especially in the elasto-plastic range dominating the loss of stability for thicker profiles (class I and II according to the Eurocodes statements (ENV 1993-1-1:1992 Eurocode 3 [25] ) considering mathematical complexity of the initial differential equation governing critical moment phenomenon. One needs to analyze mono-symmetric profiles also, these without any in-plane symmetry axis, where the governing equations is
